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Abstract—Brain shift during open cranial surgery presents
a challenge for maintaining registration with image-guidance
systems. Ultrasound (US) is a convenient intraoperative imaging
modality that may be a useful tool in detecting tissue shift and
updating preoperative images based on intraoperative measure-
ments of brain deformation. We have quantitatively evaluated the
ability of spatially tracked freehand US to detect displacement of
implanted markers in a series of threein vivo porcine experiments,
where both US and computed tomography (CT) image acquisi-
tions were obtained before and after deforming the brain. Marker
displacements ranged from 0.5 to 8.5 mm. Comparisons between
CT and US measurements showed a mean target localization error
of 1.5 mm, and a mean vector error for displacement of 1.1 mm.
Mean error in the magnitude of displacement was 0.6 mm. For one
of the animals studied, the US data was used in conjunction with a
biomechanical model to nonrigidly re-register a baseline CT to the
deformed brain. The mean error between the actual and deformed
CT’s was found to be on average 1.2 and 1.9 mm at the marker
locations depending on the extent of the deformation induced.
These findings indicate the potential accuracy in coregistered
freehand US displacement tracking in brain tissue and suggest
that the resulting information can be used to drive a modeling
re-registration strategy to comparable levels of agreement.

Index Terms—Brain modeling, brain shift, image-guided neuro-
surgery, image registration, intraoperative ultrasound.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE of the important challenges facing image-guided neu-
rosurgery is the fact that in open cranial procedures, the

brain deforms significantly over the course of an operation, re-
sulting in a loss of registration with its corresponding preoper-
ative images [1]–[5]. Consequently, the navigational utility of
the image guidance system is diminished. Given the desire for a
high-resolution, high-contrast image volume which accurately
depicts the current surgical scene, this loss of registration could
be corrected by either acquiring a new high-quality scan [typ-
ically magnetic resonance (MR)], or by nonrigidly registering
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the original images to the deformed brain. The use of intraoper-
ative MR (iMR) has shown considerable promise as a platform
for image-guided neurosurgery [6]–[12], though it does face a
number of barriers to widespread acceptance, including the high
cost of operation (in addition to capitalization associated with
purchase/siting), and the inefficiency involved in disrupting a
procedure to acquire an MR image series in the operating room
(OR). Cost based justification of an iMR unit may become dif-
ficult if less expensive, more convenient alternatives emerge.

Intraoperative ultrasound (US) potentially provides such an
option. In recent work, Unsgaardet al.argue that the improved
image quality of US over the past few years has made it an ef-
fective image-guidance tool, allowing successful localization of
brain lesions in 112 out of 114 cases in their experience [13].
Many groups have extended the capability of two-dimensional
(2-D) US by attaching three–dimensional (3-D) spatial tracking
devices, and have demonstrated its utility in the OR for image
guidance including its potential to track brain shift [14]–[21].
These spatially tracked US systems may be especially useful
for their role in creating a “pseudo-MR”—a term coined by Bu-
cholzet al. to describe an MR image that has been deformed to
fit the data provided by the US image [15]. This approach ap-
pears to be an effective way to use US because the higher con-
trast resolution of the MR data is retained, yet the intraopera-
tive US imaging provides real-time deformation data which can
be used to update the MR image stack. Furthermore, matching
the MR scan to the intraoperative US allows for more informed
comparison of the two modalities.

Generating a pseudoscan that is adequate for surgical naviga-
tion requires accuracy in each of the following steps:

1) coregistering US with the preoperative scan.
2) detecting brain deformation using coregistered US.
3) deforming the preoperative image volume based on dis-

placement data from US.

The process of obtaining a good initial coregistration is fairly
well established, with several groups reporting the accuracy of
their systems based on experiments involving static phantoms
[20], [22]–[24]. Fewer studies have quantitatively investigated
the second step—using coregistered US to capture the process
of deformation. Exceptions include studies by Comeauet al.
who used their US tracking system to measure displacement in
their custom-built deformable gel phantom [16], and Pennecet
al., who tested their system’s nonrigid performance by com-
paring measured and predicted volume changes of a balloon
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catheter fixed in a postmortem pig brain [25]. Both groups also
achieved the third step of nonrigidly registering the preopera-
tive image. Comeauet al.relied on feature segmentation, calcu-
lating deformation by matching parametrically sampled splines
of interior features from US and MR, then iteratively applying
the deformation field to the entire 2-D plane of the coregistered
MR image [16]. They report a target localization error (TLE)
of 1.4 mm. Pennecet al. used an image-based approach: after
rigidly registering MR images to US acquired before dura re-
moval, they nonrigidly register subsequent US images to these
baseline US sequences to determine the deformation field to
apply to the MR [25]. Their system was determined to have an
error of 0.4–0.17 cmin measurements of balloon volume in a
post mortemporcine brain.

A logical progression from these studies would be quantita-
tive investigation of how well US can capture deformation in a
challenging environment that captures more of the similarities
of the operating room (OR), yet, still offers opportunities for
accuracy assessment under controlled conditions that typically
are not clinically possible. The OR creates the potential for reg-
istration degradation given the complexities of clinical cases,
including the changing shape of the brain throughout surgery,
the heterogeneity of brain tissue, pulsation due to cardiac and
respiratory cycling, movement of the operating table, time con-
straints limiting the number of US images acquired, and the
sparsity of US data that can be acquired with a spatially tracked
freehand approach (rather than a fully 3-D scanhead). In addi-
tion to these potential sources of error, coregistration faces chal-
lenges at each stage of US to MR registration, including loss of
accuracy in feature segmentation from US images, ambiguity
in feature correspondence between image sets, error in tracking
tools, imperfect patient registration (due to movement of fidu-
cial markers, identification of markers in the MR, digitization
of the markers with tracked stylus probes), and imperfect cali-
bration of US trackers.

To quantify US coregistration and tracking accuracy in the
presence of these factors, we have conducted a series ofin vivo
porcine brain experiments. For one of these cases, we incorpo-
rate the US data to deform the preoperative image volume, cre-
ating a pseudoscan using a model-based strategy. The results
show that TLE of 1.5 mm on average can be maintained based
on rigid registration and calibration procedures prior to defor-
mation induction. Further, target displacement error (TDE) im-
proves on average to 0.6 mm in magnitude (1.1 mm when also
accounting for directional deviations) by comparing consecu-
tive US scans to themselves, rather than repeatedly to the pre-
operative image volume when tissue deformation occurs. Sim-
ilar errors (1–2 mm on average) occur in the localization of tar-
gets not tracked by US whose updated positions are determined
from a model-generated pseudoimage volume enhanced by the
US information.

It is important to recognize that scale of the porcine and
human brains are considerably different and may modulate the
study’s findings. The smaller size of the porcine brain with
respect to the human brain constrained the deformation to be
within a centimeter of motion, which is less than that reported
to occur clinically. However, as a percentage of volume, the
relative deformation for these experiments was generally

greater which has the net effect of accentuating the influence of
boundary conditions on the internal deformation field relative
to what might be expected in humans. Whether the uncertainty
in boundary data amplifies errors between the measured and
computed response in the smaller porcine brain or the more
constrained magnitude of motion which occurs favorably biases
these model estimates relative to human studies remains to be
seen. While the issues of scale and the artificiality of the target
tracking and surgical procedures used may limit the translation
of these findings to human studies, they, nonetheless, bode well
for prospects of US displacement tracking and lay a quantitative
foundation for accuracy expectations in the OR against which
future procedural and/or algorithmic improvements can be
benchmarked.

II. M ETHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Experimental Procedures

Motivated by both the desire to more closely simulate
open-cranial surgeryin vivo and the objective of obtaining
reliable quantitative measurements of displacement from US,
which could be validated unambiguously through concurrent
volumetric imaging with an independent method, this study
was designed as a series of three porcine experiments, where
induced brain deformation was measured in both US and
computed tomography (CT) images. We chose CT (over MR)
because of its more rapid image-acquisition over the full brain
volume once deformation was induced and compatibility with
concurrent US imaging once the animal was positioned for
volumetric scanning. We also elected to implant markers in the
brain as gold standards (see below) in order to minimize errors
associated with feature segmentation and identification across
imaging methods which can act as confounding factors in
accuracy studies relying on natural landmarks. The use of these
markers minimized the penalty of loss of soft tissue contrast in
CT relative to MR since the accuracy assessments did not rely
on fine details of brain structure per se.

For all three animal subjects the procedure was the same
and was approved by Dartmouth’s Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee. After anesthetizing each subject and se-
curing it in a custom-designed stereotactic frame, a craniotomy
was performed. Next, 1-mm stainless-steel beads (which are
clearly visible in both US and CT) were inserted into the pig’s
brain, in locations well distributed around the area of the cranial
vault which would experience the most deformation. Gross mor-
phological and histological analysis of implanted brains from
prior studies [26] have shown that these markers cause minimal
trauma and are well-adhered to the tissue, making them surro-
gate indicators of the surrounding tissue motion. Beads were
also secured to the rim of the skull to use as fiducial markers
for registration purposes. The pig was then transferred to the
CT scanning room, where the remainder of the experiment took
place.

First, a set of US and CT baseline images were acquired for
the undeformed state of the brain. Next, the brain was deformed.
For two of the experiments, deformation was induced by a small
catheter balloon inserted along the cranial wall and inflated ap-
proximately to 1–2 cc. The third experiment used a plastic re-
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tractor blade inserted along the midline of the brain to induce
deformation. In all three cases, the brain was deformed and the
source of deformation was fixed while another set of US and CT
images were acquired. The pixel sizes of the CT scans ranged
from 0.2 to 0.4 mm, and slice thickness was consistently 1.0
mm. For one of the balloon inflation experiments, a second level
of deformation was induced by further expanding the balloon.
In this case, a third set of images was acquired. The fiducial reg-
istration markers were digitized with the stylus probe to obtain
the initial position of the animal and the new position any time
that the animal was moved.

For each US set, over 85 images were acquired at a 6-cm
depth scale setting. The images were recorded in freehand
mode, and effort was made to capture multiple images of each
implanted bead by sweeping back and forth across the region
of interest (ROI), much as surgeons sweep across a target fea-
ture. This strategy was adopted to simulate the clinical setting
where the surgeon may freely sweep back and forth over a
target feature rather than being constrained to a predetermined
pattern of acquisition. Certain beads were more difficult to
visualize than others, and in those instances, fewer images were
acquired. As such, the number of images per bead was variable,
but ranged from a single image to more than ten images. For all
three experiments, the time elapsed between each US and CT
acquisition was approximately 5–10 min.

B. Extracting Bead Displacement Data

In order to compare displacement measurements from CT and
US data, the beads from all US and CT scans must be extracted
and then mapped to the baseline CT volume using a registra-
tion method. After initial registration, any differences between
the beads from the two CT data sets (predeformation and post-
deformation) or between those from the two US data sets were
recorded as bead movement. Prior to measuring bead displace-
ment, each marker had to be identified and its local coordinates
recorded. The process of extracting beads from the CT and US
scans is described in this section while the registration and cal-
ibration procedures for relating the two image spaces is pre-
sented in Section II-C.

As an initial step in processing CT data, the scans were im-
ported into Analyze image software (Mayo Clinic Foundation,
Rochester, MN). For each image stack, the coordinates of the
beads implanted in the brain were manually recorded and saved
for displacement calculations.

Determining the position of the beads in US was a more
involved process. Our intraoperative US system consists of a
SONOLINE Sienna Digital Ultrasound System (Siemens Med-
ical Systems, Elmwood Park, NJ), with a 5-MHz curved array.
For this study, the 6-cm depth scale was used. Due to the thick-
ness of the US beam, inaccuracies in locating a point can result if
it appears to be in the image, but is actually outside of the image
plane. To reduce this source of error, we employed a semi-auto-
matic technique for sensing the location of the beads in the US
images. The method was designed to identify potential beads
and discard them if the signal was either too weak or did not ex-
hibit certain characteristics indicative of the US bead response
when centered in the acquisition plane. Two matching criteria
were used. First, the images were thresholded at 90% maximum

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Closeup of US image of model bead (a) and profile plot of intensity
from the diffraction pattern of the model bead (b) that served as the testing
pattern against which candidate bead positions were accepted (or rejected) as
true in-plane bead locations.

intensity, and the centroids of the remaining connected compo-
nents were calculated. Second, each centroid was tested to deter-
mine if it fit the characteristic US diffraction pattern for a bead.
This was accomplished by calculating a profile of image inten-
sity along the line emanating from the centroid and extending
radially in the direction of the acoustic signal for a distance of
approximately 50 pixels. The intensity profile was compared to
the response of a “model” bead from a single US image that had
been determined to represent the ideal in-plane bead profile se-
lected from one of the best quality US images from out of all
three experiments. The candidate point was accepted as a bead
location only if the root mean square of the difference between
its profile and the model distribution was less than 7% of the
maximum intensity. Fig. 1 depicts the US image of the model
bead and its profile plot to which intensity maps of all potential
in-plane bead locations were compared. Note that this process
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of bead segmentation was based on three adjustable parameters:
initial threshold (90%), distance from model and candidate bead
over which the intensity profiles were compared (50 pixels), and
matching criteria of the test profile to the model profile (less
than 7% error). These parameters were chosen based on empir-
ical evidence that they could adequately detect beads across all
three studies.

The only manual step in this process was the option to dis-
card a location that had been automatically chosen. This oc-
curred in only few instances and in all cases the automatic tech-
nique had chosen a point which was obviously either skull or the
second maximum of a diffraction pattern already selected. This
semi-automatic extraction algorithm had the effect of screening
out a portion of the beads that were difficult to image for various
reasons. For example, in two instances, errors in bead placement
resulted in two markers being nearly co-located. Because they
were so close together, these beads were difficult to distinguish
individually in the US image, and as a result were not detected
by the bead extraction algorithm. This screening method also
effectively filtered out beads that were too close to the scan-
head to generate a sharp, clear signal. Images of beads that were
less than a centimeter from the US transducer were blurred as
a result of the thickness of the US image near the transducer.
More than 90% of the beads extracted were located at a depth
greater than one centimeter within the US image. Though only
a few beads were within one centimeter of the brain surface,
eliminating these locations from the calculations may have had
the additional effect of reducing slight errors due to deforma-
tion induced by the pressure of US transducer applied to the
exposed parenchyma during scanning. Nonetheless, the results
of this study are valid for features located deeper than one cen-
timeter from the scanhead, which is where US is most valuable
since other tools such as an operating microscope could be used
to track surface deformation.

C. Coregistered US System

Once the beads were detected, the points were mapped from
US to CT coordinates through a process of coregistering each
US image to the baseline CT scan. This registration process is
achieved through the help of the Polaris optical tracking system
(Northern Digital, Waterloo, Ontario, CAN), which includes a
passive stylus probe, passive US tracker, and active US tracker.
Passive tools have IR reflectors, while active tools utilize infra
red emitting diodes that are visible to a 3-D tracking camera.
Both types of US trackers were used in the experiments.

These tools provide sufficient information to register the US
image to the preoperative image stack through a series of coor-
dinate transformations such that for any point in US, the corre-
sponding point in MR or CT can be determined by the

(1)

where and are the points in CT (or MR) and US co-
ordinates, scaled to mm, is the transformation from the
US image plane to the US tracker, is the transformation

Fig. 2. Transformations required to map a point in US coordinates to CT.
Starting from the US image, and moving counterclockwise the coordinate
transformations are: from the US image plane to the US tracker( T ),
from tracker to world coordinates( T ), and from world to CT coordinates
( T ).

from tracker to world coordinates, and is the transforma-
tion from world to CT coordinates, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The

matrices are of the form

(2)

for number of points while the matrices are written as

(3)

where (3) contains both the rotation and translation
components of the transformation necessary to

map points in US to points in CT .
The transformation from world to CT coordinates ,

is determined by a point-based registration, where the locations
of fiducial markers in world coordinates, , and in CT coordi-
nates (scaled to mm), , are determined and the two sets of
points are related through the overdetermined matrix equation

(4)

This equation can easily be solved for through a least
squares fit using singular value decomposition (SVD) to pre-
serve the orthogonality and scaling of the transformation matrix.
The passive stylus probe that is used to digitize fiducial markers
has been previously found to have a mean error of 0.3 to 0.6
mm for different tests of point reconstruction [27]. Registration
error specific to this study is reported in the Section III.

The second transformation matrix, , is given by the Po-
laris software, and is dependent on the accuracy of each tracking
tool. Northern Digital reports an accuracy of 0.35 mm for each
marker on a tool [28].

The transformation matrix is obtained through a cal-
ibration procedure, similar to that used by Comeauet al. [16].
The calibration phantom consists of N-shaped wires suspended
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Schematic of calibration tank (a) and US image of N-wires in tank (b).

in a water bath, as depicted in Fig. 3(a). US and CT images of the
wires are acquired and by measuring the relative geometry of the
cross section of the wires in the US images, the corresponding
location of those points could be determined in world coordi-
nates, and ultimately in CT coordinates (using ). As with
the patient to CT registration, by matching these points with a
least squares fit and singular value decomposition, the rotation
and translation components can be determined. After obtaining
the calibration transformation matrix, the US coordinates of the
wires were mapped into CT coordinates, and the distance be-
tween those mapped points and the actual CT coordinates were
compared. The mean error was found to be between 1.4 and 2.1
mm for the three cases.

After extracting the beads, as described in Section II-B, the
points were mapped from US to CT (1). Since there were sev-
eral US images of each bead, this process resulted in a cluster of
points for each marker, presumably due to a combination of fac-
tors including probe tracking error, US/tracker calibration error,
and US image thickness. For each point cloud, the maximum

distance from one point to another was less than 4 mm. The cen-
troids of these clusters were found and recorded as the US-based
location of the beads. Since all of the beads were not always
visible, only those that could be detected in images for both the
deformed and undeformed states of the brain were tracked and
reported in Section III. Approximately half of the total number
of implanted beads were available for analysis based on this
process.

III. RESULTS

A. Static Registration Accuracy

Two measures of registration accuracy were employed. The
fiducial registration error (FRE) is defined as the root mean
square error in the location of registration points in CT coor-
dinates, and in world coordinates, mapped to CT, or

(5)

For each case, the pig was initially registered to the baseline
CT, and then registered again after the brain had been deformed
(to account for motion of the subject between CT scans). This
resulted in the computation of five registrations: two each for
the subjects whose brains were deformed once, and three for
the subject that underwent two stages of deformation. The FRE
for these registrations ranged from 0.2 mm to 0.7 mm.

Perhaps a more useful measure of accuracy in static points
is TLE, which computes error at the ROI or “target.” After ex-
tracting the location of implanted beads from US and CT im-
ages and registering them to the baseline CT coordinates, TLE
was calculated as the absolute difference between the CT points

and the US points mapped to CT . This was done
for each of the three cartesian coordinates. For example, error
in the direction is defined as

(6)

TLE was also calculated as a vector error , which is simply
the distance between the beads after registration, defined by

(7)

Using these definitions to compare initial and final (and also
intermediate for one case) positions of the beads, the mean
vector error for all stages of all three subjects was 1.5 mm. The
mean, maximum, and standard deviations for the cartesian and
vector errors are reported in Table I.

Fig. 4 depicts an US image and its corresponding oblique CT
reconstruction. The crosshairs in both images are set to the co-
ordinates found using the semi-automatic bead extraction algo-
rithm described in Section II-B.

One might expect to observe a lever-arm effect resulting in
greater error for beads that are further from the fidicial registra-
tion markers. However, the scatterplot shown in Fig. 5 indicates
otherwise. With a correlation coefficient of0.2, it appears that
a bead’s distance from the fiducial markers did not significantly
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TABLE I
TARGET LOCALIZATION ERROR(TLE): DIFFERENCEBETWEEN TRUE CT

COORDINATES AND US COORDINATESMAPPED TOCT SPACE OFIMPLANTED

BEAD MARKERS. MEAN, MINIMUM (MIN), MAXIMUM (MAX), AND STANDARD

DEVIATION (STD) FOR ALL THREEEXPERIMENTSCOMBINED, IN THE x, y, AND

z DIRECTIONS, AND AS A VECTORSUM

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. US image of bead (a) and corresponding CT reconstruction (b).
Crosshairs are set on a bead in US image and overlaid at the transformed
coordinate position in the CT image volume.

affect the error in US bead localization. This finding suggests
that other sources of error play a more dominant role.

B. Displacement Accuracy

Having registered the beads to baseline CT coordinates, the
displacement of each bead can easily be calculated. For each
marker, we have two measurements of displacement—from the

Fig. 5. For each bead identified by US, the vector sum of TLE is plotted against
its distance from the closest fiducial registration marker.

Fig. 6. Bar graph showing the magnitude in displacements for US and CT.
Beads are sorted by increasing displacement in US.

US data and from the CT data. The bar graph in Fig. 6 shows the
US and CT value of the magnitude of displacements for all of
the beads tracked. As evident from the graph, distances traveled
by the beads ranged from under 1 mm to over 8 mm, and in most
cases the US and CT measurements matched to less than 1 mm.

The TDE is determined by comparing displacements mea-
sured from CT with corresponding values from US. It is reported
as the difference between cartesian components of displacement
(for example, error in is ), and as the vector sum of errors,
where an individual vector error is defined by

(8)

Finally, the magnitudes of displacement are computed in each
modality, and the difference between those values for CT and
US is reported in Table II, which includes mean, maximum and
standard deviations of cartesian, vector, and magnitude errors.
Vector error in displacement calculations averaged 1.1 mm, and
mean error in magnitude of displacement (distance) is even less
at 0.6 mm.

Qualitatively, the match between US-based measurements of
bead displacement and CT-based measurements is illustrated in
Fig. 7. In this graphic, trajectories of bead motion for one of
the cases is plotted for both US (stars) and CT (circles) within a
wireframe mesh representing the deformed porcine brain. The
indentation on the left side of the mesh indicates the position of
the inflated balloon, and bead motion is approximately from left
to right.
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TABLE II
TDE: ERROR IN BEAD DISPLACEMENTSMEASURED IN US AS COMPARED

WITH CT FOR ALL THREEEXPERIMENTS. MEAN, MINIMUM (MIN), MAXIMUM

(MAX), AND STANDARD DEVIATION (STD) FORx, y, AND z COMPONENTS OF

ERROR, VECTORERROR, AND ERROR INMAGNITUDE OF DISPLACEMENT(D)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Trajectory of beads for the third pig experiment, shown overlaid on
a volumetric mesh of the brain after balloon inflation and (b) closeup of region of
interest. Note the indentation of the mesh on the left side of the figure, indicating
the location of the inflated balloon.

IV. M ODEL-BASED DEFORMING OFPREOPERATIVESCAN

Recognizing that US alone may be insufficient for naviga-
tional purposes, the displacement data from US can be used to
deform a preoperative high-resolution scan. However, US data
is often limited because the images can be difficult to interpret
and the range of image acquisition may represent only a subre-
gion of the brain. As a result, interpolation and extrapolation of
the displacement data can be challenging. The use of a biome-
chanical model may be well suited for this task, since the full

deformation map is constrained by physical laws. In our experi-
ence, the boundary and driving conditions play a dominant role
in determining the deformation field computed by such models.
As an illustration of incorporating partial volume displacement
information obtained from coregistered US tracking to generate
constrained full-volume pseudoimage updates which account
for surgically induced tissue deformation, we estimated critical
model parameters from the US data and nonrigidly registered
the baseline CT to the deformed brain for the third subject. The
intraoperative CT acquired at the time of the deformation was
used as the gold standard for assessing the quality of the US
guided model update.

In the present experiments, the primary challenge in as-
signing boundary conditions is determining the location of
the balloon catheter and the magnitude of tissue deformation
on the balloon front. To limit the number of variables in a
parameter search, the displacement at the balloon surface was
a priori constrained to the shape of a Gaussian curve, whose
standard deviation and maximum value were determined by
the search process. The craniotomy location and boundaries
for the search region were based on digitization of the fiducial
registration markers attached to the rim of the craniotomy
that were visible in the preoperative scans. Fig. 8 indicates
the locations tested as candidates for the center of the balloon
catheter. Also shown are the regions specified with our standard
brainstem and craniotomy boundary conditions. Appendix A
describes the optimization procedure used to find the balloon
related parameters (location, shape, and magnitude). In short,
the algorithm exhaustively tested 30 possible balloon catheter
locations, followed by five different shapes of the Gaussian
curve. At each iteration, US measurements for the displace-
ment of feature locations (beads) were compared to the model
calculations for those same positions. The boundary conditions
that gave the best fit between the US data and model were
characterized by a Gaussian curve with a standard deviation of
0.75 cm and a magnitude of 1.1 cm at the balloon origin (which
was found to be located at the circled star in Fig. 8).

After identifying the appropriate boundary conditions from
the US feature data, the preoperative CT was deformed ac-
cording to the displacement field generated by this model run.
The results of the warping algorithm are presented in Fig. 9,
which shows actual images and model-based updates for three
slices of the CT scan. The error in the procedure was quantified
by comparing the new location of beads in the pseudo-CT
image to their location in the actual (intraoperative ) CT for
each deformation using the remaining beads that were not part
of the US data which guided the model update.

V. DISCUSSION ANDCONCLUSION

It is interesting to compare the TLE results found in this
study with other groups. Pagoulatoset al., who use a magnetic
tracking device, report a mean TLE of between 2.0 and 3.6
mm, varying with depth of the target [20]. Several groups
have reported increased accuracy using optical tracking de-
vices—Lindsethet al., Comeauet al., and Blackallet al. report
TLE measurements of 1.40, 1.3, and 1.2 mm for their respective
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Fig. 8. Mesh for brain deformation model, shown in two orientations. The
shaded rectangular areas on the superior portion of the brain represent the
craniotomy region. On the left, darker side the dura was intact, while on the
right, lighter side the dura was removed. The black stars show the 30 points
that were tested as possible balloon catheter locations, and the circled position
was the site determined by incorporating US data. Other boundary conditions
included free fluid flow and stress free at the brainstem; free fluid flow and
stress free on the left side of the craniotomy (dura removed); no fluid flow and
stress free on the right side of the craniotomy (dura intact); no flow, stress free
in tangential direction, and normal displacement at cranium wall decreasing as
a function of distance from the balloon catheter (with maximum displacement
at the balloon center and zero normal displacement far from balloon center
defined by the Gaussian shape of the balloon front determined from US).

US tracking systems [16], [23], [24]. Pennecet al.did not mea-
sure TLE, but do document an error of 0.4 to 0.17 cmin their
measurement of the volume of a balloon using coregistered
US [25]. In an earlier study, Barryet al. similarly compare
volume measurements, finding an accuracy of less than 0.1 mL
in reconstruction of a water-filled balloon [22]. We found that
in live porcine brain, our system could achieve a mean TLE of
1.5 mm, indicating that our registration errors are comparable
to those reported by other groups.

Quantitative displacement error calculations are not readily
available in the literature. At a mean error of 0.6 mm (or 1.1 mm
including directional error), the US-based displacement calcu-
lations reported here show significant improvement over TLEs
found by our group as well as others. This low error leads to
two important observations. First, US has the potential to be a
suitably accurate method for tracking brain shift. With precise
registration we can track points to an accuracy of less than a
millimeter, which is less than the resolution of a standard MR
scan of the brain. Despite this success, we recognize that the
possibility of having point-like brain features to track in clinical
cases is unrealistic, and that the additional challenge of fitting
surfaces, rather than points, may increase error in the system
due to the difficulty in extracting surfaces from US images. On
the other hand, the additional information contributed by data
from surfaces of interior structures would further constrain the
model estimates, and could instead improve overall match be-
tween the updated preoperative image scan and the deformed
brain. The use of nonrigid image-based registration schemes
such as proposed by Pennec is likely to be an effective means of
extracting displacement data from surfaces in US images [25].
While perhaps limited by the utilization of points instead of sur-
faces, the study described here has the value of demonstrating
the accuracy that can potentially be achieved by coregistered
US images and serves as a benchmark for comparing future ef-
forts targeted at surface tracking. Furthermore, it is reasonable to
assume that unless point-based measurements of displacement
can be achieved accurately, the results of surface-based method-
ologies will be unreliable; therefore, ensuring point-based accu-
racy is an important initial step. Second, the greater accuracy in
tracking displacement over absolute point localization indicates
that care should be exercised in the way in which displacement
data from US is used. The results presented here suggest that
better accuracy in measuring brain shift can be achieved by com-
paring subsequent US sequences, rather than by comparing each
US sequence to the preoperative scan. That is, if a bias is present
in the coregistration process (due to error in the US to tracker
calibration or inaccurate patient registration, for example), then
some of this error may be absorbed by calculating displacement
based on two sets of US images. This simple concept is illus-
trated in Fig. 10, where the MR and US measurements of two
points do not coincide, and a better estimate of displacement is
achieved by subtracting US coordinates.

With this observation in mind, displacement data from
US-to-US comparisons were used to guide a biomechanical
model that updated the preoperative CT. The use of a physically
based model may be able to generate a reasonable deformation
field for regions of the brain that are either not covered by
the US images, or for which no features are easily extracted
from the US field of view. This hypothesis is supported by our
findings, reported in Table III, of an average 1.9-mm vector
error for the displacement of all 18 markers, when US data
from only five markers was used to guide the model estimates.
In this way, the model is used to extrapolate and interpolate a
full deformation field from the sparse US data.

Several studies have indicated the importance of using mul-
tiple sequences of intraoperative images frequently acquired
throughout a case given the complexity of brain deformation
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Fig. 9. Three transverse slices from the CT of the second deformation of the third pig, ranging from a slice rostral to the balloon (row 1), to a slice through
its mid-region (row three). From left to right, the columns show slices from the original CT prior to deformation; the CT image after the second inflation of the
balloon; the deformed (or pseudo) CT of the second inflation based on US data combined with the biomechanical model; and the difference in the parenchyma
between the actual CT after the second deformation and and the model-based pseudo-CT, where the actual CT appears darker (e.g., the implanted fiducial markers
appear black) than the pseudo-CT (where the markers appear are white).

TABLE III
DIFFERENCESBETWEENMEASUREDBEAD LOCATION IN ACTUAL CT AND IN MODEL-BASED PSEUDO-CT FORFIRST AND SECONDDEFORMATIONS OFTHIRD PIG.

MEAN, MINIMUM (MIN), MAXIMUM (MAX), AND STANDARD DEVIATION (STD) FORx, y, AND z COMPONENTS OFERROR, VECTOR ERROR, AND

ERROR IN MAGNITUDE OF DISPLACEMENT (D)

and its dynamic characteristics [2], [29]–[31]. The results of this
porcine study indicate that coregistered US has the potential to
be an effective and accurate means of measuring displacement,
even in the complex environment of a deformable,in vivobrain,
and that when combined with a computational model, may

provide additional navigational power. However, it remains to
be seen whether this method can ultimately estimate brain shift
in more complicated clinical cases given the dynamic varia-
tions of deformation observed in recent studies [2], [29]–[31].
Furthermore, future research is needed to meet the challenge of
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Fig. 10. Representation of measured displacements from US and MR. A better
match to path A could be achieved by comparing US1 to the earlier US data (path
A ) than from comparing US to the MR (path B).

extracting displacement data from the surfaces of interior brain
structures (rather than the artificially introduced point markers
used here).

APPENDIX

ULTRASOUND-GUIDED BOUNDARY CONDITION SEARCH

The search for the balloon’s center and the shape of the
Gaussian curve defining its deforming front consisted of thhe
following three steps.

1) Define the region of possible placements. The region
of possible balloon placements was estimated based on
observations from the experimental setup. The catheter
was known to be inserted on the right, rostral side of
the craniotomy, approximately 1 to 2 cm deep and along
the cranium wall. These specifications served to define
a 2.5 2.0 cm search region. While the balloon place-
ment could have been easily estimated from the intraop-
erative CT scans, the CT data was purposefully not used
in order to simulate OR conditions where a high-resolu-
tion, full-volume intraoperative image scan would not be
available.

2) Search for best position within the region defined in
Step 1.To limit the optimization search, the algorithm
did not test every combination of possible boundary con-
ditions. Instead, it first tested the balloon location, which
was assumed to exert a greater influence on the defor-
mation, and then used the determined balloon coordi-
nates to find the best standard deviation of the predefined
Gaussian surface. For each of 30 different balloon posi-
tions within the placement region identified in step 1, the
following calculations were made.

a) Compute the model displacement field using a
Gaussian distribution, with standard deviation of
1.0 cm and a maximum value of 0.5 cm at the
balloon coordinates.

b) Sample these solutions at the five locations corre-
sponding to the feature (bead) coordinates as mea-
sured from US data.

c) Weight the displacement solution by the con-
stant value that produces the least-squares best
fit between the US measurements and the model

calculation at those five locations. Since the model
equations are linear, weighting the boundary condi-
tions by a constant scaling increases (or decreases)
the interior displacements by the same factor.
Therefore, we find the appropriate magnitude of
the Gaussian curve by weighting the model solu-
tion to generate a best (least-squares) fit at the data
points.

The balloon location that minimized overall model-data
misfit (at the five selected locations in US) was chosen to
be the best set of boundary conditions.

3) Search for the best distribution width at the optimal
balloon center. Based on the optimal balloon center
found in step 2, an exhaustive search over five possible
standard deviations for the Gaussian displacement profile
describing the expanding balloon front was performed
using the same least-squares model-data misfit criterion
at the five feature locations derived from US.
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